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JULY 1977 

The rapid growth of intercontinental telephone traffic, 

coupled with competition among the world's equipment 
suppliers to provide telephone systems to developing 

nations, has helped to emphasize the differences which 
exist in signaling techniques. Many of the problems have 

been resolved by establishing signaling criteria, yet there 
remains much misunderstanding regarding signaling inter-

face compatibility, especially interfaces that use E & M 
leads. 

PART 1 

Asoon as the handset oi a 
subscriber's telephone is re-

moved from its cradle, the signaling 
process begins, with the telephone 
instrument transmitting a signal to-
ward the central office which indicates 
to the switching equipment that a call 
is to be placed. In normal circum-
stances, the subscriber receives a tone 
from the central office indicating that 
dialing can begin. Once dialing is com-
plete, the signaling equipment at the 
terminating office will indicate, by 
returning signals, whether the called 
number is busy or ringing. In some 
cases, the caller receives a signal indi-
cating that all trunks are busy. (For a 
more complete discussion, see the 
GTE Lenkurt Demodulator for July 
1974.) Thus, signaling circuits serve as 
interfaces between switching systems; 
they must, therefore, use a common 
"language," or set of signals, for a call 
to be completed. In the United States 
alone, five different "languages" are 

umul for numerical ,ignaling to allow 
various types of switching equipment° 
to communicate. On the international 
and intercontinental levels, the situ-
ation becomes even more complex, 
although the basic functions of making 
(seizure or connect) and breaking (re-
lease or disconnect) of the connection 
remain the same. This process may 
also be referred to as call set-up and 
take-down. 

Types of Signals 
Signaling equipment must generate 

and recognize several different signals 
in order to establish a voice path from 
the originating station to the called 
subscriber's telephone. Seizing, or con-
nect, signals, sent in the forward direc-
tion (from originating to terminating° 
end), initiate circuit operation. Two 
types of seizing signals are recognized: 
terminal seizing, which connects the 
terminating switch to the called sub-
scriber's line, and transit seizing, which 
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permits the dial pulses to make their 
way through intermediate switching 
equipment groups. 

Proceed-to-send signals, sent in the 
backward direction (from terminating 
to originating end), indicate that the 
equipment at the distant end is ready 
to receive numerical signals. Again, 
both terminal and transit seizing sig-
nals are recognized. 

Numerical signals, also known as 
interregister or address signals, are sent 
forward and are necessary to affect 
switching of the call along the proper 
route. There is always a succession of 
numerical signals. 

End-of-pulsing signals are sent in 
the forward direction to show that no 
more numerical signals are to follow, 
while number-received signals are sent 
backward when the incoming register 
at the far end has recognized all the 
digits required for routing the call. 

Busy-flash signals are sent backward 
to show that either the route or the 
subscriber's number is busy. An an-
swer signal traveling the same route 
indicates that the called party has 
answered. 

Clear-back signals, sent backward, 
indicate termination of the call (dis-
connect) by the called party. 

E&M Terms and Systems 
Since signaling circuits form inter-

faces between switching facilities, the 
term interface can be used here to 
refer to circuits, with signaling system 
denoting standardized systems, such as 
RI, R2, No. 4 and No. 5, that are 
recognized by the International Tele-
graph and Telephone Consultative 
Committee (CCITT). Furthermore, sig-
nals which pertain to the status of the 
line or trunk may be referred to as line 
signals, although they are also called 
supervisory and control signals. Line 
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signaling refers, here, only to signals 
between switching facilities, and not 
to signals on the subscriber's loop or 
drop. 

Signaling interfaces can be divided 
broadly on the basis of whether they 
use pulsed dc or ac to convey informa-
tion. Direct current systems may be 
further classified as balanced (two-
wire) or unbalanced (one-wire). Alter-
nating current systems may be classi-
fied as in-band, out-of-band or com-
mon-channel. (In common-channel 
systems, all the signaling for a group of 
voice channels is transmitted over a 
separate path.) 

The term "E&M" derives from cer-
tain historical designations used on the 
circuit drawings of early dc systems in 
the United States. Traditionally, the 
E&M interface has consisted of two 
leads between the switching equip-
ment and the signaling equipment, 
with the M lead carrying de signals 
from the switching equipment and the 
E lead carrying de signals to the 
switching equipment. For example, 
signals from office A to office B leave 
on the M lead of the trunk circuit in 
office A and arrive on the E lead in 
office B. Some recent E&M interfaces 
have more than two leads. 

In-band signaling refers to the use 
of frequencies within the range of 
300-3400 Hz, roughly equivalent to 
the transmitted voice frequency spec-
trum. The North American toll net-
work and most international systems 
use in-band frequencies for both line 
and numerical signaling. 

Out-of-band signaling uses frequen-
cies situated outside the frequency 
bands reserved for speech in multi-
channel systems, and the signaling 
equipment is normally an integral part 
of the terminal multiplexing equip-
ment. 
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dc Interfaces 
I listoric E&M lead signaling circuits 

had only one lead for each direction of 
transmission, which meant that cur-
rent flowing between switching and 
signaling equipment returned over a 
mimon ground path. It also meant 

that the signaling leads had a greater 
noise influence than if they had been 
balanced transmission circuits. The tra-
ditional two-wire E&M interface, now 
also called Type I, was the original 
interface for electromechanical 
switches (see Figure 1). 

Signaling from the trunk circuit to 
the signaling circuit is by means of 
battery and ground signals over the M 
lead. The on-hook (idle) signal is 
ground on the M lead, while the 
off-hook (busy) signal is resistance 
battery supplied to the M lead. Signal-
ing from the signaling circuit to the 
trunk circuit is by open and ground 
signals over the E lead. The on-hook 
signal is an open E lead, while the 
off-hook signal is ground on the E 
lead. 

Although these E&M circuits per-
formed well in electromechanical 

systems, they did not always provide 
satisfactory performance in electronic 
systems. As a result, two new E&M 
interfaces were designed for electronic 
switching systems. By mutual agree-
ment among the telephone operating 
companies in the United States, these 
three interfaces are designated as 
Types I, II, and III, with the tradition-
al interface being Type I. The Type II 
interface is actually a newer design 
than the Type Ill. In order to identify 
each system, it helps to remember that 
Type I has one lead for the M-lead 
function, Type Il has two leads, and 
Type III has three leads. 

The Type II interface (see Figure 2) 
is the preferred interface, though not 
all electronic switches can be used 
with this type since it is a four-wire, 
fully-looped arrangement that uses 
open and closure signals in each direc-
tion. Signaling from the trunk circuit 
to the signaling circuit is over the pair 
designated M and SB. The signaling 
circuit must supply --48-volt resistance 
battery on the SB lead and sense for 
the open and closure signals on the M 
lead. Signaling from the signaling cir-

TRUNK CIRCUIT 
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Figure 1. Traditional two-wire E&M interface (Type I) designed for electro-
mechanical switches. Current between switching and signaling equipment returns 
over a common ground. 
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TRUNK CIRCUIT TRANSMISSION 
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CIRCUIT 

TRUNK CIRCUIT 

Figure 2. The Type II E&M interface for use with electronic switches has two 
leads for the M-signaling function. 

cuit to the trunk circuit is by means of 
opens and closures on the leads E and 
SG. The trunk circuit must apply 
ground to the SG lead, and a sensing 
device to the E lead. On-hook signals 
are opens in both directions and off-
hook signals are closures in both direc-
tions. The Type II interface has the 
advantage that trunk circuits can be 
interconnected directly without con-
verters. Neither the Type I nor Type 
III offers this advantage. 

The Type III interface is a com-
promise partially-looped, four-wire ar-
rangement for use in electronic switch-
ing applications where the fully-looped 
Type II interface cannot be used. The 
loop portion uses three leads (SB, M, 
and SG) for signaling from the trunk 
circuit to the signaling circuit. The 
signaling over the M lead is exactly 
the saine as in Type I, except that 
the trunk circuit obtains signaling bat-
tery and ground from the signaling cir-
cuit over the leads SB and SG, re-
spectively. 

Signaling equipment determines the 
M-lead range, while the trunk circuits 
determine the E-lead range. The objec-
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live for E&M leads in new Type 1 and 
Type III interfaces is 100 ohms (older 
types have ranges as low as 25 ohms). 
The objective range for Type II inter-
faces is 300 ohms loop ( 150 ohms one 
way). 

While the operation of these cir-
cuits is two-way (signaling in both 
directions at once), it must be noted 
that compatible signalir bn* circuits are 
required at both ends of a signaling 
section. Other de signaling interfaces 
such as composite (a), duplex (DX), 
and simplex (SX) also employ E&M 
leads but require converter circuits 
when used with Types I, II, and III. 

Both composite and duplex signal-
ing were developed to provide de 
signaling and dial pulsing beyond the 
range available with loop signaling 
methods. Their operation is two-way 
and their circuits are fundamentally 
those used in full-duplex telegraph and 
teletypewriter operations, in that a 
sensitive polar relay at each end of the 
line receives signals from the distant 
end. Balancing networks are provided 
which must be adjusted for each 
circuit. 
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Figure 3. A composite signaling circuit with E&M lead control for one voice 
channel. 

Composite Signaling 
Composite signaling employs a sin-

gle line conductor with ground return 
for each signaling channel (see Figure 
3). A balanced polar relay at each end 
permits two-way operation. lligher fre-
quency voice currents are separated 
from the low-frequency signaling cur-
rents by a filter arrangement called a 
CX, or "composite," set. 

Three types of CX sets are in 
common use. These are classified as 
Type C, used at intermediate and 
terminal points on open wire and 
cable; Type D, which is used on open 
wire and cable, but only at terminal 
points and cannot be used on intertoll 
trunks; and Type E, used at intermedi-
ate and terminal points on cable cir-
cuits only. 

Composite sets are also classified as 
either short-haul (a maximum of 4800 
ohms loop resistance on cable circuits, 
or 145-160 kilometers [ 90-100 miles] 
of open wire) or long-haul (a maxi-
mum of 12,000 ohms loop resistance). 

Long-haul circuits usually include a vf 
repeater around which the signaling is 
bypassed. 

On all intertoll trunks, ac and dc 
earth potential compensation should 
be used, but its use on toll-connecting 
trunks is optional. 

Dial signaling without intermediate 
senders or registers is not expected to 
be transmitted through more than four 
signaling links connected in tandem. 
This limitation applies to all types of 
trunk signaling except loop signaling. 

Duplex Signaling 
Duplex (DX) signaling is based up-

on a balanced and symmetrical circuit 
that is identical at both ends. It is pat-
terned after CX signaling hut does not 
require a composite set (see Figure 4). 

Duplex signaling uses the same con-
ductors as the vf path, with one 
conductor carrying the line and nu-
merical signals. Both conductors carry 
currents resulting from differences in 
terminal ground potentials and battery 
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Figure 4. A duplex signaling circuit employing E&M lead control. The balanced 
circuitry provides self-compensation for ac and dc induced currents. 

supply voltages. Current in the second 
conductor thus cancels the effect of 
this unwanted current in the first 
conductor, producing self-compensa-
tion. The circuit is also balanced 
against ac induction. 

Duplex signaling may be used on 
both 10- and 20-PPS (pulses per sec-
ond) dial pulsing trunks, performs 
better than most loop signaling ar-
rangements, and is equal to CX in 
quality. Duplex signaling is often used 
instead of loop signaling on longer 
local and tandem trunks, and instead 
of CX or SX on short intertoll trunks. 
It can be used through E-type (nega-
tive impedance) repeaters, but if 
V-type repeaters are used, bypass 
equipment is required. 
A single DX signaling section is 

limited to a maximum loop resistance 
of 5000 ohms. Although the range of 
DX is less than that of CX or SX, the 
signal distortion is so small that two 
DX circuits can be used in tandem for 
one trunk. Current DX circuit designs 
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restrict its application to two- or four-
wire line facilities composed of cable 
pairs equipped at both ends with 
repeating coils and having a minimum 
insulation resistance of 100,000 ohms. 

When it is necessary to extend E&M 
leads beyond their normal limit, a 
signal lead extension circuit is used to 
secure adequate range. This circuit 
consists of a DX signaling circuit with 
an additional relay. Often designated 
DX2, this circuit converts signals from 
E-lead conditions to M-lead condi-
tions. 

Simplex Signaling 
Simplex signaling, like CX, depends 

on ground conduction to complete the 
signaling path. It requires the use of 
two conductors for a single channel; a 
center-tapped coil, or its equivalent, is 
used at both ends of the pair for this 
purpose. It can function as a one-way 
signaling scheme for intra-office use, 
or the simplex legs can be connected 
to two-way signaling circuits which 
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function like the CX signaling circuits 
with E&M lead control (see Figure 5). 

Earth potential compensation re-
quires the use of one conductor of an 
additional pair for each five signal 
channels. Thus, only five SX signaling 
circuits are derived from six physical 
pairs. 

Private Line E&M Signaling 
Private brawl exchanges (PBX's) 

and private automatic branch ex-
changes (PABX's), which may be con-
sidered as switching machines, are con-
nected to central office switching facil-
ities by dial repeating tie trunks and 
may involve E&M signaling leads. Nlost 
dial repeating tie trunks are two-way, 
and loop signaling can be used end-to-
end if the distance is not too great. If 
the loop resistance is too great for 
loop signaling end-to-end, loop-to-
EMI signaling interfaces can be used 
for certain tie trunks, including two-
way dial repeating trunks. 

Tandem dial repeating tie trunks 
require pad switching and must be 
carefully engineered using four-wire 
designs with a toll-grade, four-wire 
terminating set located at each end 
when connecting to two-wire switch-
ing equipment. Some tie trunk circuits 
have the four-wire terminating set 

Figure 5. A simplex 
signaling circuit with 
E&M leads. This 
type of circuit has 
been largely super-
seded by DX in new 
installations. 

built into them, in which case a 
four-wire E&M arrangement would 
normally be used. Although pad 
switching is done differently on differ-
ent tie trunks, a two-wire E&M inter-
face with - A, B, I), F and G leads can 
interface all E&M tie trunk circuits. 

International E&M 
The simplified circuit diagram 

shown in Figure 6 is considered to be 
representative of international E&M 
interfaces. Under idle conditions, the 
Sb lead from trunk circuit A (equiva-
lent to the domestic M lead) is opened, 
and so is the Sa (or E lead) to trunk 
circuit B. When a subscriber served by 
trunk circuit A goes off-hook, the Sb 
lead is grounded. The signaling pattern 
is similar to Type I, except that the M 
lead uses open and ground signals 
instead of battery and ground. 

Broadly speaking, the United States 
has adopted the signaling standards set 
by one or two major equipment manu-
facturers, while in Europe a greater 
variety of standards exists because 
each country has a leading manufac-
turer whose standards have been 
adopted. There is, therefore, a multi-
plicity of signaling systems and inter-
faces in use around the world (see 
Figure 7). The signaling standards 
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Figure 6. :1 representative international interlace using M•11 lead control. The 

Sa-Sb lead designations are typical of f:uropeun products. 

STANDARD 

NORTH AMERICAN 
(USA) 

WEST GERMANY 

OFFICE A — SEND LEAD OFFICE B — RECEIVE LEAD 

TYPE I 
M-GROUND (ON-HOOK) 
M-BATTERY (OFF-HOOK) 

TYPE II 
M/SB-OPEN (0N-HOOK) 
M/SB-CLOSED (OFF-HOOK) 

SZ2-OPEN (ON-HOOK) 
SZ2-GROUND (OFF-HOOK) 

Sb-OPEN (ON-HOOK) 
Sb-GROUND (OFF-HOOK) 

TYPE I 
E-OPEN (ON-HOOK) 
E-GROUND (OFF-HOOK) 

TYPE II 
E/SG-OPEN (ON-HOOK) 
E/SG-CLOSED (OFF-HOOK) 

SZ1-OPEN (ON-HOOK) 
SZ1-GROUND (OFF-HOOK) 

Sa-OPEN (ON-HOOK) 
Sa-GROUND (OFF-HOOK) 

JAPAN SS-OPEN (0N-HOOK) SR-OPEN ( ON-HOOK) 
(NORTH AMERICAN SS-GROUND (OFF-HOOK) SR-GROUND (OFF-HOOK) 
E & M TYPES ARE 
ALSO IN USE) 

ITALY GENERALLY THE SAME AS THE WEST GERMAN Sa-Sb. 
ITALY CALLS THESE LEADS E & M BUT THEY ARE NOT 
THE SAME AS THE NORTH AMERICAN STANDARD. 

IRAN AND BELGIUM GENERALLY THE SAME AS THE WEST GERMAN Sa-Sb 
STANDARD. 

Figure 7. Sotne of the most commonly used .‘orth American L¼. II leads, thetr 

equivalents in other systems, and the status indicated by openlground and 

battery/ground c 00 dit tons. 
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agreed upon by the CCITT make it 
possible, however, to place interconti-
nental calls, even without the assist-
ance of an operator. 

Examination of the lead designa-
tions in Figure 7 reveals that all the E 
leads are the same (open/ground); the 
two types of M leads (ground/battery 
and open/ground), however, may lead 
to confusion. It must be stressed that 
conversion is required to make two 
interfaces with different M-lead func-
tions work into one another. It is 
possible to find a domestic-type M 
lead on one end of a circuit and an 
international-type M lead on the other. 
The necessary signaling conversion can 
sometimes be made by selecting op-
tional plug-in units for use at each end 
of the circuit. 

In spite of the CCITT standards, 
equipment is sometimes ordered and 
installed before its incompatibility 

with the existing system is discovered. 
This situation occurs when the signal-
ing interface is not properly specified, 
and is often due to differences in 
terminology and in lead designations. 

In many cases, lead designations 
may be the same in different systems 
while their functions are exactly oppo-
site. On the other hand, different lead 
designations may disguise the fact that 
two systems are actually compatible. 
Each part of the signaling interface 
must, therefore, be checked for com-
patibility with regard to voltage (-24, 
—48, —50 and —60 Vdc are all in use), 
polarity, pulse inversion, percent break 
of relay contacts, and the number of 
leads involved in the numerical and 
line functions. 

The effects of different types of 
E&M signaling on test sets and loop-to-
E&M or other converters must be 
considered, as well. 
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In the late 1940's, a single-fre-
quency signaling system was 

developed which adapted de signaling 
to carrier transmission in order to 
secure greater range and accuracy than 
de signaling techniques could provide. 
Afterwards, multifre_quency and multi-
frequency coded techniques were de-
veloped. 

Two-state (on-off) ac signaling can 
handle line and numerical signaling if 
the latter is coded by dial pulsing. 
Three-state (either of two tones on or 
both tones off) ac signaling was de-
signed to meet the requirements of 
revertive pulsing trunks. (In revertive 
pulsing, pulses are sent from the termi-
nating office instead of the originating 
office.) Multifrequency pulsing sys-
tems are used for numerical signaling 
only, and must be coordinated with 
two-state systems, either ac or de, for 
line signaling. The E&M leads in all 
these systems depend on de potentials 
or logic 1-logic 0 (on-off) states for 
their operation. 

11 

Alternating current signaling sys-
tems serve as interfaces between me-
chanical, electronic and digital switch-
ing machines. Their frequencies may 
be in-band or out-of-band, although in 
some cases both are combined, with 
the numerical signaling using in-band 
frequencies while the line signaling 
uses frequencies that are out-of-band 
(see Figure 1). These ac systems con-
tain circuits for converting the signal 
on the line to the form of de signal 
(loop, E&M, ring, etc.) required by the 
terminating and/or switching equip-
ment. 

Single- Frequency Signaling 
The first single- frequency (SF) sig-

naling system used interruptions of a 
1600-Hz tone; that is, it was a two-
state system. This was superseded by a 
system using 2600 Hz, which has now 
become the standard frequency within 
the United States. Some early SF 
signaling units which were originally 
designed only for E&M de signaling 

Copyright 0 1977 GTE Lenkort Incorporated • Vol 26 No. 8 
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CCITT NAME/ AREA WHERE 

NUMBER USED 

NO 4* INTERNATIONAL 
(2- FREQUENCY) WITHIN EUROPE 

NO. 5' 

NO. 6 
CCIS 

R1 

NORTH 
AMERICAN 

R2* 
BERN OR MFC 

INTERCONTI-
NENTAL ON 
CABLE, MICRO-
WAVE AND 
SATELLITE 

LINE 
SIGNALING 
FREQUENCY 
(IN HERTZ) 

2040 

2400 

2400 

2600 

INTERNATIONAL COMMON CHAN-
NEL DIGITAL 
STREAM AT 
2400 bis 

AMONG THE 
CARIBBEAN IS. 
CANADA AND 1 HE 
UNITED STATES 

2600 

NUMERICAL 
SIGNALING 
FREQUENCY 
(IN HERTZ) 

TYPE OF 
CIRCUIT 
REQUIRED 

2040 ONE-WAY 

TWO-WAY 

2400 

700, 900 

1100, 1300 

1500, 1700 

COMMON CHAN-
NEL DIGITAL 
STREAM AT 
2400 his 

700, 900 

1100, 1300 

1500, 1700 

TWO-WAY 

TWO-WAY 

REGIONAL 3825 FORWARD ONE-WAY 

(WITHIN A WORLD 1380, 1500 
NUMBERING 1620, 1740 TWO-WAY 
ZONE) 1860, 1980 OPTIONAL 

BACKWARD 
540, 660 
780, 900 
1020, 1140 

Figure 1. Single-frequency, two-frequency and multifrequency signaling systems 
standardized by the CCITT for intercontinental, international and regional use. 
Systems marked by an asterisk are most widely used. (Adapted from a chart 
prepared by Karl F. Steinhauer of GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories, Inc., 
August 1972.) 

used 1600, 2000, and 2400 Hz as well 
as 2600 Hz. In some cases they were 
designed to operate at one frequency 
in one direction and at another fre-
quency in the opposite direction. Mod-
ern SF systems use 2600 Hz in both 
directions, so SF signaling may be 
applied to any voice-grade channel, 
provided the channel is four-wire end-
to-end. 

The SF signaling systems standard-
ized in the United States deliver and 
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receive dc signals to and from the 
switching equipment in the Corm of 
loop or E&M lead controls. The dc 
signals are transformed to ac tones on 
the line side, and vice versa. The tone 
converter is one of the two primary 
components of an SF signaling unit; 
the other is an interface which fur-
nishes the timing functions for the 
converter's transmission and reception 
(see Figure 2). The converter applies 
the 2600-1Iz tone generated by an 
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SUPPLY  
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& PULSE 
CORRECTION 

TO/FROM 
4•WIRE 
TRUNK 
GROUP 

AG 

Figure 2. A typical SF signaling system using 2600 Hz as the signaling frequency. 
The primary function of the cf amplifier is to prevent noise or speech from 
interfering with the operation of the signal detector. 

oscillator (built-in or external) to the 
line and detects tones from the distant 
end. The interface provides pulse cor-
rection and signal translation and also 
contains the vf transmission circuits. 

The receiving portion of the SF 
unit consists of a voice amplifier, band 
elimination filters, and a signal detec-
tion circuit which includes a guard 
network to avoid "talk-off," or pre-
mature disconnect caused by speech 
components at the same frequency as 
the signaling tone. The guard network 
is insufficient by itself, however, and 
an additional electronic time delay is 
provided so the receiver will only 
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operate the KG (receive guard) relay 
on a tone pulse of 35 milliseconds 
duration. 

In the receive direction, voice sig-
nals enter the SF converter at the 
four-wire receive line. The vf amplifier, 
under the control of a pulse corrector, 
can either pass all of the received 
signals or it can place a 2600-1Iz band 
elimination filter (BEF) in the receive 
path. During a tone-on condition, the 
BEF is bridged across the voice path to 
prevent the signaling tone from enter-
ing the vf receive line. 

The E&M control portion contains 
three relays: M, IIL and CO. The M 
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relay applies the 2600-Hz tone to the 
transmit line during idle circuit condi-
tions. The IIL (high level) relay adds 
12 dB to improve signal reliability. 
During dial pulsing, the CO (cut off) 
relay applies bursts of tone to the line, 
but no tone is present during talking 
conditions when both units are of f-
hook. The signaling information to the 
four-wire line is provided by the tone-
on/tone-off pulses. The CO relay also 
functions to prevent noise originating 
in the switching equipment from inter-
fering with signaling. 

Single-frequency signaling units in-
terrupt the voice path on both the 
receiving and transmitting sides, with 
the receiving path being opened every 
time 2600 Hz is first received, thus 
preventing the signaling tone from 
entering the next signaling link. The 
receiving path remains opened until 
the 2600-Hz band elimination filter is 
inserted by the RG relay, restoring the 
path. Not all units are identical, but 
typically the near-end path is re-estab-
lished in 90-155 milliseconds and the 
far-end transmitting path is re-estab-
lished in 500-750 milliseconds. If the 
called party's subset should go off-
hook during this interval, the timing is 
reduced to the 90-155 millisecond 
level. 

Since an SF system uses vf signals 
on the four-wire voice path, the char-
acteristics of SF signaling are quite 
different from those of dc signaling 
systems. Single-frequency systems 
have a longer delay in signaling time, 
lower signaling speed, and a lower 
percent break range of the relay con-
tacts. 

Single-frequency systems are prone 
to malfunctions caused by continuous 
tones near 2600 Hz. For example, a 
pure tone near the signaling frequency 
may cause the far-end unit to go 

on-hook, while continuous tones that 
are not 2600 Hz may act as guard 
signals and keep the signaling units 
off-hook even though the 2600 Hz 
tone is present. Continuous tones can 
also hold a unit on-hook after the 
2600-Hz signaling tone is removed. 

These limitations of SF signaling 
led to the development of multifre-
quency signaling systems, which are 
faster and more accurate. 

Multifrequency Signaling 
\ multiïrequeney pulsing (MF) 

system consists of transmitting and 
receiving equipment for signaling nu-
merical information over telephone 
trunks using combinations of two—and 
only two—frequencies in the voice-
band. The system is capable of trans-
mitting only numerical information, 
and relies on another system, such as 
DX or SF, for line signaling. The 
function of the E&M leads in an MF 
signaling system is to establish a path 
for the MF pulses over the trunk 
circuit. Carrier systems, both cable and 
radio, using frequency division multi-
plexing (FDM) may employ MF signal-
ing techniques. 

The MF signaling system standard-
ized for use on toll circuits in North 
America (CCITT R1) uses 2600 Hz for 
line signaling and combinations of five 
frequencies (700-1500 Hz), spaced 
200 Ilz apart, to indicate the digits 
one through zero. A sixth frequency 
(1700 Ilz), when combined with 1100 
Hz, indicates the beginning of pulsing 
(key pulse or KP); when combined 
with 1500 Hz, it indicates end of 
pulsing (signaling terminating pulse or 
ST). Three other combinations are 
available for special signals such as 
coin collect and coin return. 

When a subscriber served by E&M 
trunk circuit A in Figure 3 dials a 

14 
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E&M 
TRUNK 
CIRCUIT A E 

MF SEND E R 

TWO OR FOUR-WIRE 
TRANSMISSION PATH R1 

Ti 

E 

E&M 
TRUNK 
CIRCUIT B 

MF SENDER 

Figure 3. Block diagram of a multifrequency signaling system with UM leads. 

subscriber served by circuit B, the MF 
sender, or register, associated with 
circuit A stores the number and seizes 
the M lead. (In sonic operations, the 
calling number is also stored.) Trunk 
circuit B is arranged for delay-dial 
operation and generates an off-hook 
signal toward trunk circuit A when 

— idle. This off-hook signal is maintained 
until the called office is ready to 
receive MF signaling. At that time, the 
called office sends a 100-millisecond 
wink-start signal which causes the idle 
line termination to be short-circuited 
during the wink-start signal. An on-
hook signal is then sent to the origi-
nating end to indicate dial pulsing may 
begin. The sender associated with cir-
cuit A then sends a KP signal, "spills" 
the stored number, and adds an ST 
signal. No further operations occur in 
the trunk circuit during the MF 
pulsing. 

When the called party answers, bat-
tery polarity is reversed and the M lead 
is transferred from normal to seized, 
the incoming register's idle line termi-
nation is shorted, and the access con-
trol is marked busy. If the originating 
subscriber goes on-hook (disconnects), 
the short is removed from the idle line 
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termination, the NI lead returns from 
seized to normal, and the trunk circuit 
returns to normal. 

The principal advantages of MF 
pulsing are speed, accuracy, and range. 
Multifrequency signaling requires less 
holding time per call than SF, so a 
relatively small number of MF senders 
or registers can be used as common 
equipment for a larger number of 
trunks. 

Carrier E&M 
Many carrier trunks used in the toll 

network in the United States depend 
on SF signaling, but certain carrier 
equipment, such as GTE Lenkurt's 
36A2 Multiplex System, has built-in 
E&M signaling capabilities. (The 36A2 
can also use externally supplied in-
band signaling.) 

Some frequency division multi-
plexed (FDNI) systems use out-of-band 
signals, such as 3700 or 3825 Ilz, to 
modulate the channel or twin-channel 
carrier frequency associated with the 
vf channel. In many systems, when the 
trunk is idle, the out-of-band tone is 
present in both directions and line 
signals are transmitted by interrupting 
the tone. (In other systems, the tone is 
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INTERNATIONAL 
SWITCH AND 
S'GNALING 

E&M 
CHANNEL 
UNIT 

Sp OPEN 

Sb GRND 

Sa OPEN 

Sa GRND 

PCM SYSTEM 

LOGIC 1 

LOGIC 0 

LOGIC 1 

LOGIC 0 

E&M 
CHANNi 
UNI 

E 

NORTH AMERICAN 
SWITCH AND 
SIGNALING 

E OPEN 

E GRND 

M GRND 

M BATT. 

Figure 4. Block diagram of a North American switching and signaling system 
interfaced with an international type of system, both having It'&3/1 or equivalent 

leads. 

off during idle conditions.) Since the 
frequency is outside the voiceband, no 
provision is required for protection 
against voice operation. Speech and 
signaling frequencies are separated by 
a filter. 

Other FDM systems, like GTE Len-
kurt's 46A3 Multiplex System with 
11A signaling, use in-band signaling 
equipment with loop or E&M lead 
control. (The 46A3 may also use 11A 
common channel signaling as an alter-
native to in-band signaling.) Common 
Channel Interoffice Signaling (CCIS or 
CCITT No. 6) uses a digital stream at 
2400 bits per second and may be 
applied to pulse code modulated 
(PCM) carrier channels. 

Most internationally manufactured 
carrier equipment with built-in E&M 
signaling cannot be strapped to inter-
face with domestic E&M signaling 
equipment. However, equipment of 
recent manufacture using solid-state 
E&M circuitry may be interfaced, but 

the compatibility of the logic voltages 
must be checked carefully. Some PCM 
systems with built-in signaling con-
verters offer a variety of channel units 
which permit the interfacing of two 
switching devices having different 
E&M leads, provided the PCM logic 
state is the same for both interfaces 
(see Figure 4). 

The problem of interfacing switches 
of international design with domestic 
switches, though both use signaling 
interfaces with E&M leads, is com-
pounded by the fact that some of the 
former invert the pulsing in their trunk 
repeaters. For example, 40 milli-
seconds closure and 60 milliseconds 
open from the originating subset is 
converted to 60 milliseconds closure 
and 40 milliseconds open on the trans-
mission system's E&M leads. Signalink 
units with pulse correctors must not 
be used ‘, i di this type of circuit, as the 
pulses will be inverted and the signal-
ing circuit will not work. 

16 
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The leads which carry dc signals to 
and from the switching equipment 
have several designations, depending 
on where the equipment was manufac-
tured (see Figure 6 in Part I). As noted 
in Part I, these differences complicate 
the task of purchasing equipment that 
will interface properly with existing 
telephone systems, especially in ex-
panding older switching networks. 

Repeaters and Converters 
A trunk may consist of two or 

more signaling sections in tandem, 
each using some type of signaling 
system. If two adjacent sections of a 
trunk have the same E&M signaling 
interface, an auxiliary pulse link, like 
the one shown in Figure 5, is generally 
included to repeat the signals. During 
on-hook (idle) conditions, the E and 
El leads are open, the relays are 
de-energized and the M arid MI leads 
are grounded. Information received on 

_cach E lead (open or ground) from one 
signaling system is converted to M lead 
information (ground or battery) for 
transmission over the other signaling 
system. 

Whenever two trunks with incom-
patible E&M signaling must be inter-

connected, a trunk link repeater like 
the one shown in Figure 6 is common-
ly used. 

If a trunk using loop signaling must 
be connected to a trunk using E&M 
lead control, a converter circuit is used 
to make the change from loop to E&M 
signaling and vice versa. 

Ringdown converters are used to 
interconnect E&M signaling circuits 
and ringdown relay circuits for ring-
down operation, and may also be used 
to interconnect E&M signaling circuits 
with 20-, 135-, or 1000-Hz signaling 
circuits. This type of converter (see 
Figure 7) is always used in pairs, one 
at each end of the E&M signaling 
channel. 

Under idle conditions, relay A in 
Figure 7 is de-energized, the M lead is 
connected to the battery, and there is 
no 20-11z signal from the tie trunk 
circuit. At the same time, the R relay 
is energized, due to an external ground 
on the E lead, and there is no 20-tlz 
signal toward the tie trunk circuit. On 
an incoming call (from the PABX to 
the tie trunk), the E lead is opened 
and the R relay de-energized to supply 
20 lIz across T and R. On an outgoing 
call (from the tie trunk to the PABX), 

RI 

41--1 

\• 

'11-1111--1 

MI 

Figure 5. Pulse link repeater between two E&M interfaces of the same type. 

17 
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TRUNK LINK REPEATER 

II 

M-
LEAD 

[LEAD 

E 
LEAD 

M-
LEAD 

'11-1111-11. 

Figure 6. A typical trunk link repeater interconnecting two trunks which have 
incompatible E&M signaling interfaces. 

CONTINUOUS 
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Ti 
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FROM 
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OR 
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4- 1111  

"Le A  

4 

Figure 7. A typical converter used to convert from an SF or carrier section to 
20-Hz, two-way ringdown operation. 

the A relay is energized, the M lead is 
grounded, the Tl-Rl. pair is termi-
nated by a 600 ohm resistor and 20 I lz 
from the tie trunk circuit is present on 
T and R. Talking conditions are identi-
cal to idle circuit conditions; that is, 
when the signaling procedure has been 
completed, the A relay is again de. 
energized while relay R is energized. 

In addition to the converters men-
tioned above, two types of automatic 
ringdown converters have been devel-
oped. One, designed for use with trunk 
circuits or signaling interface, _ 
equipped to receive de signals, is desig-
nated ARO. The other, designated, 
AR!, is intended for use with trunk 
circuits or signaling interfaces 

18 
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 1111-11. 

4 

..•••••• 

SR Y ST 
<-1111-111 -T 

SG OR G 

-R 

Figure 8. A typical ARl-type converter used with trunk circuits or signaling 
circuits equipped to receive 20-11z signals. 

equipped to receive 20-Hz signals (see 
Figure 8). 

Many problems must be faced when 
switching systems using different types 
of E&M lead control signaling have to 
be interfaced. The standards agreed 
upon by the CCITT have helped solve 
some of these, but many others remain 

to be worked out among the numerous 
equipment manufacturers and their 
customers. Standardization of termi-
nology, equipment function, and lead 
designations will help to reduce the 
difficulties encountered when inter-
facing switching machines at regional, 
national, and international levels. 
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